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Abstract. Although the executing program on virtual machine environment has
an attribute of platform-independence in general, it shows low speed
performance and it is unable to implement platform independency directly. Also
it has a disadvantage that the library and program written in native language
cannot be reused.
This paper presents the research about providing a native interface of Smart
Virtual Machine (SVM). The paper also presents the operating mechanism of
Java Native Interface (JNI), the interface generator, the interface definition
language and so on to account for the native interface regulation.
Keywords: Native interface, Interface definition language, Language
interoperability, Smart Virtual Machine

1 Introduction
As the virtual machine, the software product, is a conceptual computer which has
logical system configuration, the executing program on virtual machine environment
has an attribute of platform-independence. Due to the command execution system
based on software, however, it shows low performance compared to the hardware
based native execution system and it is unable to reuse the previously developed
libraries and codes for native. Since the native interface is a technique to use the native
library on virtual machine environment, implementing the feature which connects the
execution environment of virtual machine and the real native operating system and
defining the agreements to call native libraries on program are necessary [1], [2], [3].
This paper presents the research on providing a native interface on SVM.
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2 JNI(Java Native Interface)
JNI is the native interface provided by JAVA. Developers can implement platform
independent features or create java programs using the already existing libraries or
programs written in other languages [4]. Also the speed improvement is expected by
writing codes which can affect the performance of program significantly in native
language. The way of writing and implementing a native method can be divided into
5 steps as shown in figure 1: the class file generation through the compile process, the
header file generation using Java utility, the method implementation in native
language and the dynamic library file generation [5], [6].

Fig. 1. Native code process model using Java native interface

3 Function Call Process
On the physical system such as x86 and on the conceptual system consisted of
software, various cases which happen during function calls have to be considered.
When the function call occurs, a caller forwards the parameter for the called function
and saves the information including program counter, register, stack and heap to
restore the current state at a point of called function expiration. After saving all the
information for state restore, the caller changes the control to the called function
through the program counter. A callee generates a data structure for the called
function on memory and allocates the received parameter. After expiring the process
for the function, the callee transmits the return value to the caller and the caller
proceeds the restoration to the previously saved state and saves the return value
received from the caller.
The way of use the register architecture, stack, heap and etc. for each system is
different. The register doesn’t exist especially on the virtual machine as it designed
based on stack in general. Therefore, the register or the memory area needed for
performing the explained task has no choice but to shows the difference depending on
system and language. Even though there is a few difference takes place during the
process, the task mentioned above have to be all performed internally.
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4 Interface Definition Language
Interface definition language is a name of language which enables programs or
instances written in one language to communicate with other programs written in
unknown language. The main purpose of use is to describe the interface provided by
the server-side instances for the communication among instances apart from each
other, and this provides an independent interface for both operating system and
programming languages and a portability among different networks, different kinds of
computers and different operating systems. The interface definition language can
define more than one interface. Since the program written in the interface definition
language only defines the set of functions or methods, it becomes independent from
the programming languages which implement the structural elements and it enables to
separate the part of implementation and interface. Interface definition language and
compiler provides the clarity of implementing the interface, the software productivity
improvement, the consistency assurance and the ease of maintenance to the
programmers who are proficient to the existing programming language. Interface
definition language is generally used for Remote Procedure Call (RPC) software as it
provides the way to connect between two different systems. There are Microsoft
Interface Definition Language (MIDL), Open Service Interface Definitions (OSID)
and so on for the representative interface definition language.

5 Conclusions and Proposed Model
This paper analyzed such as the existing structure of JNI, the function call process and
the characteristics of IDL to implement the native interface on SVM. The agreements
of function calls for connection between virtual machines and native languages and
the definition of table for the native function connection is necessary to ordain the
native interface agreements on SVM.

Fig. 2. Native code process model with Native interface definition language for Smart Virtual
Machine
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Also, the model for tables and native functions is generated automatically to reduce
the burden of table generation by using native definition language. Assembler, the
execution engine performs tasks related to native functions by using the generated
tables. The proposing native interface model of SVM based on this is on figure 2.

Fig. 3. Native code execution model in Smart Virtual Machine

Figure 3 shows the native code execution model using proposed native interface
model. After this work, we are planning to expand the SVM based on the proposing
model and then test the native interface to check the result.
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